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1 IntrodutionGlivenko{Cantelli lasses, i.e., lasses of funtions whih satisfy the law of largenumbers uniformly, have been thoroughly investigated in the last 30 years.Formally, the question at hand is as follows: if F is a lass of funtions onsome set 
, when is it possible to have that for every " > 0,limn!1 sup� �( supm�n supf2F ����� 1m mXi=1 f(Xi)� E�f ����� � ") = 0; (1.1)where the supremum is taken with respet to all probability measures �, Xi areindependently sampled aording to � and E� is the expetation with respetto �.Clearly, the \larger" F is, the less likely it is that it satis�es this uniformlaw of large numbers. In partiular, we will always assume that the set onsistsof funtions with a uniformly bounded range.Besides being an intriguing problem from the theoretial point of view, ithas important appliations in statistis and in learning theory. To demonstratethis, note that (1:1) may be formulated in a \quanti�ed" manner; namely, forevery " > 0 and 0 < Æ < 1, there exists some integer n0, suh that for everyprobability measure � and every n � n0�(supf2F ����� 1m mXi=1 f(Xi)� E�f ����� � ") � Æ: (1.2)For every " > 0 and 0 � Æ < 1, the smallest possible integer n suh that (1.2) issatis�ed is alled the Glivenko-Cantelli sample omplexity estimate assoiatedwith the pair "; Æ.In a learning problem, one wishes to �nd the best approximation of an un-known funtion by a member of a given set of funtions. This approximationis arried out with respet to an Lp(�) norm, where � is an unknown probabil-ity measure. If one knows that the set is a Glivenko{Cantelli lass, then it ispossible to redue the problem to a �nite dimensional approximation problem;indeed, if one uses a \large enough" sample, and if one is able to �nd a memberof the lass whih is \lose" to the unknown funtion on the sample points, thenwith high probability it will also be lose to that funtion in Lp(�). Hene, an\almost minimizer" of the Lp empirial distanes between the unknown funtionand the members of the lass will be, with high probability, an \almost mini-mizer" with respet to the Lp(�) norm. The terms \lose", \high probability"and \large enough" ould be made preise using the learning parameters " andÆ and the sample omplexity n respetively.The method normally used to obtain sample omplexity estimates (and prov-ing that a set of funtions is indeed a Glivenko{Cantelli lass) is to apply ov-ering numbers estimates. It is possible to show (see setion 2 or [7℄ for furtherdetails) that the rate of deay of the overing numbers of the set in ertain Lpspaes haraterizes whether or not it is a Glivenko{Cantelli lass. Moreover,2



it is possible to provide sample omplexity estimates in terms of the overingnumbers.Though it seems a hard task to estimate the overing numbers of a given setof funtions, it is possible to do so using ombinatorial parameters, suh as theVapnik{Chervonenkis dimension for f0; 1g-valued funtions or the fat shatteringdimension in the real valued ase. Those parameters may be used to bound theovering numbers of the lass in appropriate Lp spaes, and it is possible toshow [21, 2℄ that they are �nite if and only if the set is a Glivenko{Cantellilass.The goal of this artile is to de�ne another parameter whih may replae theombinatorial parameters, and in fat, using it enables one to obtain signi�antlyimproved omplexity estimates.This parameter originates from the original proof of the Glivenko{Cantellitheorem, whih uses the idea of symmetry. Reall (see, e.g., [10℄) that if � is aprobability measure, and if Xi are seleted independently aording to �, then�(supf2F ����� 1n nXi=1 f(Xi)� E�f ����� � ") � 4�(supf2F ����� nXi=1 rif(Xi)����� � n"4 );where (ri) are independent Rademaher random variables on some probabilityspae (Y;�0; �), (i.e., (ri) are f1;�1g-valued independent random variables suhthat �fri = 1g = �fri = �1g = 1=2), and � is the produt measure �� �.Moreover, the Rademaher averages ontrol the rate of deay of the expeteddeviation [9℄; indeed, given a measure �, it is possible to show that if F is alass of funtions whih are all bounded by M , then for every integer n,E� supf2F ����� 1n nXi=1 f(Xi)� E�f ����� � 2E� supf2F ����� 1n nXi=1 rif(Xi)������ 2ME� supf2F ����� 1n nXi=1 f(Xi)� E�f �����+ E� ����� 1n nXi=1 ri����� :Sine we are dealing with a reverse submartingale, onvergene in probability to0 is equivalent to almost sure onvergene to 0. Thus, we obtain the following:Theorem 1.1 [9℄ Let F be a lass of uniformly bounded funtions. Then, Fsatis�es the uniform law of large numbers with respet to the measure � if andonly if E�E� supf2F ����� nXi=1 rif(Xi)����� = o(n):Note that for every sample of n points, we an de�ne the Rademaher averageassoiated with that sample. In this artile we examine the behaviour of thesupremum of all possible averages of n elements, as a funtion of n. We de�nea parameter whih measures the rate by whih those averages inrease as afuntion of n and ompare it to the fat shattering dimension.3



The ourse of ation we take is as follows: �rst, we investigate the behaviourof the overing numbers when onsidered as a subset of Lp(�n), where �n is theempirial measure supported on a set onsisting of n elements. We bound theovering numbers of the lass in terms of its fat shattering dimension. We areable to provide a sharper estimate than the known bounds; the bound we estab-lish is both dimension free (independent of n) and, up to a logarithmi fator,linear in the fat shattering dimension. From this we derive several orollaries,the most important of whih is an upper estimate on the Rademaher averagesin terms of the fat shattering dimension, at least in ases where the fat shatteringdimension is polynomial in ("�1). The results indiate that if fat"(F ) = O("�p),then the behaviour of the lass hanges dramatially at p = 2. This phase tran-sition appears in the overing numbers estimates, as well as in the growth rateof the Rademaher averages.Next, we present a lower bound on the fat shattering dimension in terms ofthe growth rate of the Rademaher averages. As a result we obtain a sharperharaterization of Glivenko{Cantelli lasses than that of theorem 1.1. More-over, we obtain the best known estimates on the fat shattering dimension of theonvex hull of a set, in terms of the original fat shattering dimension. Anotherappliation of that lower bound enables us to provide a new partial solution toa question in the geometry of Banah spaes whih was posed by Elton [8℄.Finally, we use one of Talagrand's onentration inequalities [19℄ and proveomplexity estimates with respet to any Lq norm, for 1 � q <1. The estimatewe obtain in the polynomial sale is O("�maxf2;pg), up to a logarithmi fatorin 1=" and 1=Æ. The results we have are sharper than the known estimates, andwe show that they are optimal. Here too, we indiate a lear phase transitionwhih ours at p = 2.2 PreliminariesWe begin with some de�nitions and notation. Given a Banah spae X , thedual of X , denoted by X�, onsists of all the bounded linear funtionals on X ,endowed with the norm kx�kX� = supkxkX=1 jx�(x)j. Let B(X) be the unit ballof X . If 1 � p <1, let `np be Rn with respet to the norm kxkp = � nXi=1 jxijp� 1p ,and set `n1 to be Rn endowed with the sup norm.If F is a lass of funtions, denote by `1(F ) the set of all bounded funtionsde�ned on F . Given G 2 `1(F ), set kGk`1(F ) = supf2F jG(f)j.For any probability measure � on a measurable spae (
;�), let E� denotethe expetation with respet to �. Lp(�) is the set of funtions whih satisfyE� jf jp < 1 and set kfkLp(�) = (E jf jp)1=p. L1(
) is the spae of boundedfuntions on 
, with respet to the norm kfk1 = sup!2
 jf(!)j. For every! 2 
, let Æ! be the point evaluation funtional, i.e., for every funtion f on 
,Æ!(f) = f(!). We shall denote by �n an empirial measure supported on a setof n points, hene, �n = 1nPni=1 Æ!i . Given a set A, let jAj be its ardinality4



and let �A be its harateristi funtion. We denote by A the omplement ofA. Throughout this paper, all absolute onstants are assumed to be positiveand are denoted by C or . Their values may hange from line to line or evenwithin the same line.Given a probability measure � on 
, denote by Pr the in�nite produtmeasure �1. Uniform Glivenko{Cantelli lasses (de�ned below) are lasses offuntions on 
, for whih, with high probability, random empirial measuresapproximate the measure � uniformly on the elements of the lass.De�nition 2.1 Let (
;�) be a measurable spae. A family of measurable fun-tions F on 
 is alled a Glivenko{Cantelli lass with respet to a family ofmeasures � if, for every " > 0,limn!1 sup�2�Prn supm>n supf2F jE�f � E�m f j � "o = 0;where �m is the empirial measure supported on the �rst m oordinates of thesample. We say that F is a Uniform Glivenko{Cantelli lass if � may be seletedas the set of all probability measures on (
;�).In this paper we shall refer to Uniform Glivenko{Cantelli lasses by the abbre-viation \GC lasses".To avoid measurability problems that might be aused by the supremum,one usually uses an outer measure in the de�nition of GC lasses [6℄. Atually,only a rather weak assumption (alled \image admissibility Suslin") is needed toavoid the measurability problem [7℄. We assume heneforth that all the lasseswe enounter satisfy this ondition.Given two funtions f; g and some 1 � q < 1, let L(f; g; q) be the q-lossfuntion assoiated with f and g. Thus, L(f; g; q) = jf � gjq . Given a lass F ,a funtion g and some 1 � q < 1, let the q-loss lass assoiated with F andg be L(F; g; q) = fjf � gjq jf 2 Fg. For every funtion g, " > 0, 0 < Æ � 1and 1 � q <1, set Sq("; Æ; g) to be the GC sample omplexity of the loss lassL(F; g; q), i.e., the smallest n0 suh that for every n � n0sup� Prnsupf2F jE� (f � g)q � E�n (f � g)qj � "o � Æ:One possibility of haraterizing GC lasses is through the overing numbers ofthe lass in Lp(�n) spaes.Reall that if (X; d) is a metri spae and if F � X , the "-overing numberof F , denoted by N("; F; d), is the minimal number of open balls with radius" > 0 (with respet to the metri d) needed to over F . A set A � X is saidto be an "-over of F if the union of open balls Sa2AB(a; ") ontains F , whereB(a; ") is the open ball of radius " entered at a. In ases where the metri d islear, we shall denote the overing numbers of F by N("; F ).A set is alled "-separated if the distane between any two elements of theset is larger than ". Set D("; F ) to be the maximal ardinality of an "-separated5



set in F . D("; F ) are alled the paking numbers of F (with respet to the �xedmetri d). It is easy to see that N("; F ) � D("; F ) � N("=2; F ).There are several results whih onnet the Uniform Glivenko{Cantelli on-dition of a given lass of funtions to estimates on the overing numbers of thatlass. All the results are stated for lasses of funtions whih are bounded by1. The results remain valid for lasses of funtions with a uniformly boundedrange { up to a onstant whih depends only on that bound.The next result is due to Dudley, Gin�e and Zinn [7℄.Theorem 2.2 Let F be a lass of funtions on 
 whih are all bounded by 1.Then, F is a GC lass if and only if for every " > 0,sup�n logN�"; F; L1(�n)� = o(n);where the supremum is taken with respet to all empirial measures supportedon samples whih onsist of at most n elements.Similarly, F is a GC lass if and only if for every " > 0 and 1 � p <1,sup�n logN�"; F; Lp(�n)� = o(n):Another important parameter used to analyze GC lasses is of a ombinatorialnature. Suh a parameter was �rst introdued by Vapnik and Chervonenkis forlasses of f0; 1g-valued funtions [21℄. Later, this parameter was generalizedin various fashions. The parameter whih we fous on is the fat shatteringdimension.De�nition 2.3 For every " > 0, a set A = f!1; :::; !ng � 
 is said to be"{shattered by F if there is some funtion s : A ! R, suh that for everyI � f1; :::; ng there is some fI 2 F for whih fI(!i) � s(!i) + "=2 if i 2 I, andfI(!i) � s(!i)� "=2 if i 62 I. Letfat"(F ) = supnjAj ���A � 
; A is "�shattered by Fo:fI is alled the shattering funtion of the set I and the set �s(!i)j!i 2 A	 isalled a witness to the "-shattering.Note that this de�nition is slightly di�erent than the usual de�nition of fatshattering. Usually, the ondition assoiated with "-shattering is that fI(!i) �s(!i) + " when i 2 I , and fI(!i) � s(!i)� " when i 2 I.The onnetion between GC lasses and the ombinatorial parameters de-�ned above is the following fundamental result [2℄:Theorem 2.4 Let F be a lass of funtions on 
. If F is a lass of uniformlybounded real-valued funtions, then it is a Uniform Glivenko{Cantelli lass ifand only if it has a �nite fat shattering dimension for every " > 0.The following result, whih is also due to Alon, Ben-David, Cesa-Bianhi andHaussler [2℄, enables one to estimate the L1(�n) overing numbers ofGC lassesin terms of the fat shattering dimension.6



Theorem 2.5 Let F be a lass of funtions from 
 into [0; 1℄ and set d =fat"=2(F ). Then, for every empirial measure �n on 
,D�"; F; L1(�n)� � 2�4n"2 �d log �en=(d")�:In partiular, the same estimate holds in L2(�n).Note that although logD�"; F; Lp(�n)� is almost linear in fat"(F ), this estimateis not dimension free.It seems that the fat shattering dimension governs the growth rate of theovering numbers. Another indiation in that diretion is the fat that it ispossible to provide a lower bound on the overing numbers in empirial Lpspaes [1℄:Theorem 2.6 Let F be a lass of funtions. Then, for any " > 0,sup�n N�"; F; L1(�n)� � efat16"(F )=8;for n � fat16"(F ).In the sequel, we require several de�nitions originating from the theory of Ba-nah spaes. For the basi de�nitions we refer the reader to [16℄ or [20℄.Let `n2 be a real n-dimensional inner produt spae. We denote the innerprodut by 
 ; �. Let K be a bounded, onvex symmetri subset of Rn whihhas a nonempty interior. One an de�ne a norm on Rn whose unit ball is K.This is done using the Minkowski funtional on K, denoted by k kK and givenby kxkK = infft > 0jt�1x 2 Kg:It is possible to show that if K � `n2 is a onvex, symmetri with a nonemptyinterior then k kK is indeed a norm and K is its unit ball. Set k kK� to be thedual norm to k kK .De�nition 2.7 If F is a bounded subset of `n2 , letF o = fx 2 `n2 j supf2F ��
f; x��� � 1g:F o is alled the polar of F .It is easy to see that F o is the unit ball of the norm k kK� , where K is thesymmetri onvex hull of F , denoted by absonv(F ). Formally,absonv(F ) = f nXi=1 aifijn 2 N; fi 2 F; nXi=1 jaij = 1g:Given a lass F and an empirial measure �n, we endow Rn with the Eu-lidean struture of L2(�n), whih is isometri to `n2 . Let F=�n be the image ofF in L2(�n) under the inlusion operator, i.e.,F=�n = n nXi=1 f(!i)�f!igjf 2 Fo:7



Sine (n1=2�!i)ni=1 is an orthonormal basis of L2(�n), thenF=�n = nn� 12 nXi=1 f(!i)eijf 2 Fo:Throughout this paper, given an empirial measure �n, we denote by (ei)ni=1the orthonormal basis of L2(�n) given by (n1=2�!i)ni=1.The main tools we use are probabilisti averaging tehniques. To that end,we de�ne Gaussian and Rademaher averages of a subset of `n2 .De�nition 2.8 For F � `n2 , let`(F ) = E  nXi=1 gieiF o (2.1)and R(F ) = E  nXi=1 rieiF o ; (2.2)where (ei)ni=1 is an orthonormal basis of `n2 , (gi)ni=1 are independent standardGaussian random variables and (ri)ni=1 are independent Rademaher randomvariables.It is known that Gaussian and Rademaher averages are losely related, evenin a muh more general ontext than the one used here (for further details, see[20℄ or [13℄). All we shall use is the following onnetion:Theorem 2.9 There is an absolute onstant C suh that for every integer nand every F � `n2 , CR(F ) � `(F )The following deep result provides a onnetion between the `-norm of a set andits overing numbers in `n2 . The upper bound was established by Dudley in [5℄while the lower bound is due to Sudakov [17℄. A proof of both bounds may befound in [16℄.Theorem 2.10 Let F � `n2 . Then there are absolute positive onstants  andC, suh that sup">0 " log 12 �N("; F; `n2 )� � `(F ) � C Z 10 log 12 �N("; F; `n2 )�d":3 The Covering Theorem and its appliationsThe main result presented in this setion is an estimate on the overing numbersof a GC lass when onsidered as a subset of Lp(�), for an arbitrary probabilitymeasure �. The estimate is based on the fat shattering dimension of the lass,and the goal is to produe a dimension free estimate whih is \almost" linearin fat"(F ). Thus far, the only way to obtain suh a result in every Lp spae8



was through the L1 estimates (theorem 2.5). Unfortunately, those estimatesmay be applied only in the ase where � is an empirial measure supported ona set I , and arry a fator of log2 jI j. Hene, the estimate one obtains is notdimension free. There are dimension free results similar to those obtained here,but only with respet to the L1 norm [3℄.The proof we present here is based on a result whih is due to Pajor [15℄.First, we demonstrate that if �n is supported on f!1; :::; !ng and if a set F �B�L1(
)� is well separated in L2(�n), then there is a \small" subset I �f!1; :::; !ng suh that F is \well separated" in L1(I). The next step in theproof is to apply the bound on the paking numbers of F in L1(I) in terms ofthe fat shattering dimension of F . Our result is stronger than Pajor's beausewe use a sharper upper bound on the paking numbers.Lemma 3.1 Let F � B�L1(
)� and suppose that �n is the empirial measuresupported on A = f!1; :::; !ng. Fix " > 0 and p � 1, set dp = D�"; F; Lp(�n)�and assume that dp > 1. Then, there is a onstant p, whih depends only onp, and a subset I � A, suh thatjI j � p log dp"p ;and logD�"; F; Lp(�n)� � logD�"=2; F; L1(I)�.Proof: Fix any integer n and p � 1 and let ff1; :::; fdpg � F be "-separated inLp(�n). Hene, for every i 6= j,"p < 1n nXk=1 jfi(!k)� fj(!k)jp :Let L(i; j) be the set of indies on whih jfi(!k)� fj(!k)j � "=2. Note that forevery i 6= j,n"p � nXk=1 jfi(!k)� fj(!k)jp= Xk2L(i;j) jfi(!k)� fj(!k)jp + Xk2L(i;j) jfi(!k)� fj(!k)jp� jL(i; j)j�"2�p + 2p(n� jL(i; j)j):A straightforward omputation shows thatjL(i; j)j � �1� �2p � 14p �"p�n:Let (Xi)1�i�t be t independent random variables, uniformly distributed onf1; :::; ng. Clearly, for every pair i < j, the probability that for every 1 � k � t,9



Xk 2 L(i; j) is smaller than �1 � �2p�14p �"p�t. Therefore, the probability thatthere is a pair i < j suh that for every 1 � k � t, Xk 2 L(i; j), is smaller thandp(dp � 1)2 �1� �2p � 14p �"p�t=: �:If � < 1, there is a set I � f!1; :::; !ng suh that jI j � t and for every i 6= j,kfi � fjkL1(I) � "=2, as laimed. Thus, all it requires is thatt � p log dp"pwhere p is a onstant whih depends only on p, and our laim follows. �Theorem 3.2 If F � B�L1(
)� then for every p � 1 there is some onstantp, whih depends only on p, suh that for every empirial measure �n and every" > 0, logD�"; F; Lp(�n)� � pfat "4 (F ) log2 �2fat "4 (F )" �:Proof: Fix " > 0. By lemma 3.1 and theorem 2.5, there is a subset I �f!1; :::; !ng suh that jI j � p logD�"; F; Lp(�n)�"p ;and logD�"; F; Lp(�n)� � logD�"2 ; F; L1(I)� �� pfat "4 (F ) log2�2 logD�"; F; Lp(�n)�"p �:Therefore, logD�"; F; Lp(�n)� � pfat "4 (F ) log2 �2fat "4 (F )" �;as laimed. �3.1 First phase transition: Universal CLTThe �rst appliation of theorem 3.2 is that if fat"(F ) = O("�p) for some 0 <p < 2 then F is a universal Donsker lass, i.e., satis�es the uniform entral limittheorem for every probability measure. We shall not present all the neessaryde�nitions, but rather, refer the reader to [6℄ or [9℄ for the required information.10



De�nition 3.3 Let F � B�L1(
)�, set P to be a probability measure on 
and assume GP to be a Gaussian proess indexed by F whih has mean 0 andovariane EGP (f)GP (g) = Z fgdP � Z fdP Z gdP:A lass F is alled a universal Donsker lass if for any probability measure Pthe law GP is tight in `1(F ) and �n = n1=2(Pn � P ) 2 `1(F ) onverges in lawto GP in `1(F ).It is possible to show that if F satis�es ertain measurability onditions (whihwe omit) and if F is a universal Donsker lass than,supf2F ���n 12 (E�n f � E�f)���! supf2F GP (f);as n ! 1, where the onvergene is in distribution. Moreover, the universalDonsker property is onneted to overing number estimates:Theorem 3.4 [6℄ Let F � B�L1(
)�. IfZ 10 supn sup�n log 12 N�"; F; L2(�n)�d" <1;then F is a universal Donsker lass. On the other hand, if F is a Donsker lassthen there is some onstant C suh that for every " > 0,supn sup�n logN�"; F; L2(�n)� � C"2 :The suÆient ondition in the theorem above is alled Pollard's entropy ondi-tion.Lemma 3.5 Let F � B�L1(
)� suh that fat"(F ) = O("�p) for some 0 < p <2 and 0 < " � 1. Then,Z 10 supn sup�n log1=2N�"; F; L2(�n)�d" <1: (3.1)This Lemma follows immediately from theorem 3.2.Corollary 3.6 Let F � B�L1(
)�. If there is some onstant C suh thatfat"(F ) � C"�p for 0 < p < 2, then F is a universal Donsker lass. On theother hand, if fat"(F ) � C"�p for p > 2 then F is not a universal Donskerlass.Proof: Clearly, we may assume that all the members of F are bounded by1. The �rst part of our laim follows by lemma 3.5, sine F satis�es Pollard'sentropy ondition. For the seond part, reall that by theorem 2.6,sup�n logN�"; F; L2(�n)� � fat16"(F )8 ;11



provided that n � fat16"(F ). Therefore, for any " > 0,supn sup�n logN�"; F; L2(�n)� � p"p ;for p > 2. But, if F is a Donsker lass then supn sup�n logN�"; F; L2(�n)� =O("2) arriving to a ontradition. �3.2 `-norm estimatesWe now establish bounds on the empirial `-norms of funtion lasses, basedon their fat shattering dimension. The estimates are established via an indiretroute using the estimate on the L2(�n) overing numbers proved in theorem 3.2.We begin with the following lemma, whih is based on the proof of the upperbound in theorem 2.10 (see [16℄). Exatly the same argument was used in [14℄,so its details are omitted.Lemma 3.7 Let �n be an empirial measure on 
, put F � B�L1(
)� and set("k) to be a monotone sequene dereasing to 0 suh that "0 = 1. Then, thereis an absolute onstant C suh that for every integer N ,`(F=�n) � C NXk=1 "k�1 log 12 N�"k; F; L2(�n)�+ 2"Nn 12 :In partiular,`(F=�n) � C NXk=1 "k�1fat 12"k4 (F ) log �2fat "k4 (F )" �+ 2"Nn 12 : (3.2)The later part of lemma 3.7 follows from its �rst part and theorem 3.2.Theorem 3.8 Let F � B�L1(
)� and assume that there is some  > 1 suhthat for any " > 0, fat"(F ) � "�p. Then, there are absolute onstants Cp,whih depend only on p, suh that for any empirial measure �n`(F=�n) �8>>>>>><>>>>>>:Cp 12 log  if 0 < p < 2;C2( 12 log ) log2 n if p = 2;Cp( 12 log )n 12� 1p if p > 2:Proof: Let �n be an empirial measure on 
. If p < 2, then by theorem 3.2,Z 10 log 12 N�"; F; L2(�n)�d" � Cp 12 log ;and the bound on the `-norm follows from the upper bound in theorem 2.10.12



Assume that p � 2 and let "k and N be as in lemma 3.7. Selet "k = 2�kand N = p�1 logn. By (3.2),`(F=�n) � Cp 12 log  NXi=1 "1�p2k log� 2"k�+ 2"Nn 12� Cp 12 log  NXi=1 k2k( p2�1) + 2n 12� 1p :If p = 2, the geometri sum is bounded byCp( 12 log )N2 � Cp( 12 log ) log2 n;whereas is p > 2 it is bounded byCp( 12 log )n 12� 1p ;and our laim follows. �Remark 3.9 In setion 4 we shall show that this bound is tight for p > 2, inthe sense that there is a onstant (p; ) suh that if fat"(F ) � "�p, then forevery integer n there is some empirial measure �n suh`(F=�n) � (p; )n 12� 1p :This result indiates a seond phase transition. If fat"(F ) = �("�p), the growthrate of `(F=�n) hanges at p = 2; if p < 2 then `(F=�n) are uniformly boundedand if p > 2 they inrease polynomially.In the sequel we will be interested in sample omplexity estimates for q-losslasses. Hene, we will be interested to derive a result similar to theorem 3.8for lasses of the formjF � gjq = fjf � gjq jf 2 Fg 1 � q <1;for any g 2 B�L1(
)�. Note that the proof of theorem 3.8 was based only onovering number estimates; thus, our �rst order of business is to establish suhbounds on the lass jF � gjq .Lemma 3.10 If F � B�L1(
)�, then for every 1 � q <1 there is a onstantCq, whih depends only on q, suh that for every " > 0, every g 2 B�L1(
)�and any probability measure �logN�"; jF � gjq ; L2(�)� � logN�Cq"; F; L2(�)�:In partiular, if there is some  > 1 and p suh that fat"(F ) � "�p, thenlogN�"; jF � gjq ; L2(�)� � C(p; q; )� 1"p log2 2"�:13



The proof of the �rst part of the lemma is standard and is omitted. The seondone follows from theorem 3.2.Corollary 3.11 Assume that F and g are as in lemma 3.10 and G = jF � gjq.Then, there are onstants C(p; q; ) suh that for every empirial measure �n,`(G=�n) �8>>>>>><>>>>>>:C(p; q; ) if 0 < p < 2;C(2; q; ) log2 n if p = 2;C(p; q; )n 12� 1p if p > 2:3.3 General Covering EstimatesThe �nal diret orollary we derive from theorem 3.2 is a general estimate on theLp(�) overing numbers of the lass F with respet to any probability measure�.Corollary 3.12 Let F be a lass of funtions into [0; 1℄. Then, for every 1 �p <1 there is some onstant Cp suh that for every probability measure �,logD�"; F; Lp(�)� � Cpfat "16 (F ) log2 �2fat "16 (F )" �:Proof: By a standard argument, if F is a GC lass then for every 1 � p <1,jF � F jp is also a GC lass. Thus, for every " > 0 there exists some integer nand an empirial measure �n suh thatsupf;g2F ���kf � gkpLp(�n) � kf � gkpLp(�)��� � 2p"p:Let m = N�"; F; Lp(�n)�. Therefore, there is a set ff1; :::; fmg � F whih isa 2" over of F in Lp(�n). By the seletion of n it follows that this set is a(2p+1"p)1=p over of F in Lp(�). Hene,N�4"; F; Lp(�)� � N�"; F; Lp(�n)�:Our laim follows by theorem 3.2. �4 Averaging TehniquesAs stated in the introdution, our aim is to onnet the fat shattering dimensionand the growth rate of the Rademaher averages assoiated with the lass.The Rademaher averages appear naturally in the analysis of GC lasses.Usually, the �rst step in estimating the deviation of the empirial means from14



the atual mean is to apply a symmetrization method [7, 21℄:Pr(supf2F �� 1n nXi=1 f(Xi)� Ef �� � ") � 4Pr(supf2F �� nXi=1 rif(Xi)�� � "=4) = (�):The path usually taken at this point is to estimate (�) using the overing num-bers of F ombined with Hoe�ding's inequality. Instead, we shall provide diretestimates on the growth rate of the Rademaher averages and ombine it witha di�erent onentration inequality.We start with the de�nition of the new learning parameter based on thegrowth rate of the Rademaher averages. Sine we want to ompare the knownresults and those obtained here, we establish a lower bound on the fat shatteringdimension in terms of Gaussian averages. This enables us to estimate the fatshattering dimension in terms of the growth rate of the Rademaher averages.We present several additional appliations of this bound; �rstly, we improvethe best known estimate on the fat shattering dimension of the onvex hullof a lass, at least when fat"(F ) = O("�p) for some 0 < p < 1. Seondly, weprove a sharper haraterization of GC lasses in terms of the empirial `-norms.Finally, we present a partial solution to a problem from the geometry of Banahspaes.4.1 Averaging and fat shatteringWe begin by exploring the onnetions between the fat shattering dimension ofF and the fat that F o ontains an `n1 spae.De�nition 4.1 Let X be a Banah spae and let (xi)ni=1 � BX . We say thatthe set (xi)ni=1 is "-equivalent to an `n1 basis, if, for every set (ai)ni=1 of salars," nXi=1 jaij �  nXi=1 aixi � nXi=1 jaij :Clearly, sine the vetors (xi) belong to B(X), the upper bound is always true.Also, note that the set (xi)ni=1 � B(X) is "-equivalent to `n1 if and only ifthe operator T : `n1 ! X whih maps eah unit vetor vi to xi satis�es thatT�1 � "�1.Theorem 4.2 Let F � B�L1(
)�. If the set f!1; :::; !ng is "-shattered by F ,then the set (n1=2ei)ni=1 � (F=�n)o is "-equivalent to `n1 .Proof: Let (ai)ni=1 � R and set A = fijai � 0g. Denote by fA the shatteringfuntion of the set A and fA is the shattering funtion of its omplement. Bythe triangle inequality, nXi=1 ain 12 ei(F=�n)o = supf2F ����� nXi=1 aif(!i)����� � 12 supf;f 02F ����� nXi=1 ai�f(!i)� f 0(!i)������ :15



Seleting f = fA and f 0 = fA it follows thatsupf;f 02F 12 ����� nXi=1 ai�f(!i)� f 0(!i)������� 12�Xi2A ai�fA(!i)� fA(!i)�+ Xi2A ai�fA(!i)� fA(!i)�� � " nXi=1 jaij : �This result has a partial onverse, namely, that if (n1=2ei)ni=1 is "-equivalentto an `n1 basis, then f!1; :::; !ng is "-shattered by the symmetri onvex hull ofF .Theorem 4.3 Let F � B�L1(
)� and let �n be an empirial measure. If(n1=2ei)ni=1 � (F=�n)o is "-equivalent to an `n1 basis, then absonv(F ) "-shattersf!1; :::; !ng.Proof: Let (vi)ni=1 be the unit vetors in `n1 . By our assumption, the operatorT : `n1 ! (F=�n)o de�ned by T (vi) = n1=2ei is suh that T�1 � "�1. LetI � f1; :::; ng and let v� 2 B(`n1) (whih is the unit ball of the dual spae of`n1 ) suh that v�(vi) = 1 if i 2 I and v�(vi) = �1 otherwise. If (T�1�) is thedual operator to T�1, and if u = (T�1)�(v�) then "u 2 (F=�n)oo = absonv(F ).Also, for every i 2 I ,"u(!i) = "
u; n 12 ei� = "
(T�1)�v; n 12 ei� = "v�(vi) = ";and similarly, if i 2 I then "u(!i) = �". Sine that set I is an arbitrary subsetof f!1; :::; !ng, the set f!1; :::; !ng is "-shattered by absonv(F ). �Using theorem 4.2 we an show that the bounds obtained for p > 2 intheorem 3.8 are tight.Corollary 4.4 Let F � B�L1(
)� and suppose that there is some  > 1 suhthat for every " > 0, fat"(F ) � "�p. Then, there is an absolute onstant Csuh that for every integer n and all empirial measures �n,`(F=�n) � � 2�� 12  1pn 12� 1p :Proof: Sine fat"(F ) � "�p, then for every integer n there is a set I � 
 suhthat jI j � n and I is (=n)1=p shattered by F . Let �n be the empirial measuresupported on the �rst n elements of I . By theorem 4.2, the set (n1=2ei)ni=1 �(F=�n)o is (=n)1=p-equivalent to an `n1 basis. Therefore,`(F=�n) = n� 12 E  nXi=1 gin 12 ei(F=�n)o �  1pn�( 12+ 1p ) nXi=1 E jgij= �E jg1j� 1pn 12� 1p ;as laimed. �16



De�nition 4.5 Let � be a probability measure on 
. Let Rn = sup�n R(F=�n)and �Rn;� = E�R(F=�n). Thus,�Rn;� = E�E� supf2F n� 12 ����� nXi=1 rif(Xi)����� ;where ri are independent Rademaher random variables on (Y; �) and (Xi) areindependent, distributed aording to �. Similarly, it is possible to de�ne `n and�̀n;� using Gaussian averages instead of the Rademaher averages.The onnetions between Rn and �Rn;� are analogous to those between the VCdimension and the VC entropy; Rn is a \worst ase" parameter whereas R̂n;� isan averaged version, whih takes into aount the partiular measure aordingto whih one is sampling.The following is a de�nition of a parameter whih may replae the fat shat-tering dimension:De�nition 4.6 Let F � B�L1(
)�. For every " > 0, letrav"(F ) = sup�n 2 NjRn (F ) � "n 12 	:To see the onnetion between fat"(F ) and rav"(F ), assume that f!1; :::; !ngis "-shattered. Let (�1; :::; �n) 2 f�1; 1gn and set I = f!ij�i = 1g. For everyJ � f!1; :::; !ng, let fJ be the funtion shattering J . Then, by the triangleinequality, and setting f = fI , f 0 = fI , it follows that1pn supf2F ����� nXi=1 �if(!i)����� � 12pn supf;f 02F ����� nXi=1 �i�f(!i)� f 0(!i)������� 12pn ����� nXi=1 �i�fI(!i)� fI(!i)������ � pn":Thus, if f!1; :::; !ng is "-shattered, then for every realization of the Rademaherrandom variables, n� 12 supf2F ����� nXi=1 ri(t)f(!i)����� � pn";while rav"(F ) is determined by averaging suh realizations. Hene,rav"(F ) � fat"(F ):Considerably more diÆult is to �nd an upper bound on rav"(F ). The �rststep in that diretion is to estimate the fat shattering dimension of the lass interms of the empirial `-norms.Theorem 4.7 Let F � B�L1(
)� and let �n be an empirial measure. Denoteby ` the `-norm of F=�n. There are absolute onstants C;  suh that � = `=n1=2and fat�(F ) � C� `logn�2: (4.1)17



The idea behind the proof of this result is due to Pajor [15℄. Our ontribution isthe appliation of the improved bound on the L2 overing numbers of F , whihyields a sharper bound.Lemma 4.8 Let F � L2(�n). Then, for every " > 0,D�"; F; L2(�n)� �  1 + (2�)1=2`(F )"n 12 !n:Proof: Let " > 0 and set K = (F + "2Bn2 ). Note that if A is an "-separatedsubset of F in L2(�n) and if Bn2 is the unit ball in L2(�n) then A+ "2Bn2 � K.By omparing volumes,�"2�nD�"; F; L2(�n)� � vol(K)vol(Bn2 ) :Set n = E(Pni=1 jgij2)1=2 and let d�(t) be the Haar measure on Sn�1, whih isthe unit sphere in Rn . Using Uryson's inequality and the standard onnetionsbetween the Haar measure on the sphere and the Gaussian measure on Rn , (see,e.g., [16℄),� vol(K)vol(Bn2 )� 1n � ZSn�1 kxkKo d�n = ZSn�1 supf2F;s2Bn2 
f + "2s; t�d�(t)� "2 + `(F )nOur laim follows sine for every n, n � (2=�)1=2n1=2. �Proof of theorem 4.7: By the upper bound in theorem 2.10,` � C0 Z 10 log 12 N�"; F; L2(�n)�d":Applying lemma 4.8, it follows that for every 0 < x < 1,Z x`=n1=20 log 12 N�"; F; L2(�n)�d" � Z x`=n1=20 n 12 log 12 �1 + p2�`(F )"n 12 �d" = (�):Changing the integration variable to u = "n1=2`�1 and by a straightforwardestimate of the integral, it follows that(�) = ` Z x0 log 12�1 + (2�)1=2u �du � `�(2�) 12x� 12 : (4.2)
18



Let � = (32�)�1=2C�20 and � = �`=n1=2. It is easy to see that ` � p2=�n1=2,implying that � < 1. Sine F � B�L1(
)� and by theorem 3.2 and (4.2),C0 Z 10 log 12 N�"; F; L2(�n)�d" =C0 Z �0 log 12 N�"; F; L2(�n)�d"+ C0 Z 1� log 12 N�"; F; L2(�n)�d" �� 2̀ + Cfat 12�4 (F ) log �2fat �4 (F )� �:Thus, ` � Cfat 12�4 (F ) log �2fat �4 (F )� �:implying that fat �4 (F ) � C� `logn�2: �Corollary 4.9 Let F � B�L1(
)�. Then, there is some absolute onstant Csuh that for every " > 0rav"(F ) � C fat"(F )"2 log2 fat"(F )" :Proof: Assume that �n is an empirial measure suh that R(F=�n) � "n1=2.Using the onnetions between Gaussian and Rademaher averages (theorem2.9), it follows that there is an absolute onstant C suh that `(F=�n) � C"n1=2.Therefore, by theorem 4.7,fatC"(F ) � fatC`n�1=2(F ) � C� `logn�2 �� C "2nlog2 n:Thus, n � C fat"(F )"2 log2 fat"(F )" ;implying that rav"(F ) satis�es the same inequality. �It is interesting to note that if fat"(F ) is polynomial in 1=" then rav"(F ) andfat"(F ) are equivalent for \large" exponents (p > 2), but behave di�erently forp � 2: 19



Theorem 4.10 Let F � B�L1(
)� and assume that fat"(F ) � "�p for some > 1 and every " > 0. Thenrav"(F ) � Cp8>>>>>><>>>>>>:( log2 )"�2 if 0 < p < 2;"�2 log4 " if p = 2;( p2 logp )"�p if p > 2:Proof: The proof follows from the `-norm estimates proved in setion 3.2. Weshall present a omplete proof only in the ase p < 2. By theorem 3.8 it followsthat for every empirial measure �n,R(F=�n) � C`(F=�n) � Cp1=2 log :Hene, if rav"(F ) � n, there is some empirial measure �n suh that"n 12 � R(F=�n) � Cp1=2 log ;implying that n � Cp( log2 )"�2 as laimed.The other proofs follow using a similar argument. �Using the bounds on rav"(F ) it is possible to bound fat"�absonv(F )�:Corollary 4.11 Let F � B�L1(
)�. If fat"(F ) = O("�p) for some p 6= 2 thenfat"�absonv(F )� = O("�maxf2;pg). For p = 2 one has an additional logarithmifator. In general there is an absolute onstant  suh that for every " > 0,fat"�absonv(F )� �  fat"(F )"2 log2 fat"(F )" :Proof: First, note that rav"(F ) = rav"�absonv(F )�. Hene,rav"(F ) = rav"�absonv(F )� � fat"�absonv(F )�: (4.3)Now, if fat"(F ) = O("�p) for some p 6= 2, then by theorem 4.10rav"(F ) = O("�maxf2;pg):The ase p = 2 follows from a similar argument, while the general inequalitymay be derived from orollary 4.9 and (4.3). �Remark 4.12 Note that theorem 4.10 and orollary 4.11 indiate the samephase transition at p = 2.Using theorem 4.7 we an prove the following result:20



Theorem 4.13 Let F � B�L1(
)�. If F is a GC lass thenlimn!1 `n=n1=2 = 0:Note that in the onverse diretion, a weaker ondition is needed to imply GC.Indeed, it is possible to show that sup� �Rn;� = o(n1=2) if and only if F is a GClass [7℄. Hene, theorem 4.7 is a haraterization of GC lasses.Proof: If `n=n1=2 does not onverge to 0, there is a sequene nk !1 and some" > 0 suh that for every nk, `nk=n1=2k � ". By theorem 4.7 it follows that thereis some onstant C suh that for every nk,fatC"(F ) � fatC`nkn�1=2k (F ) � C� `nklognk �2 � C� "n1=2klognk �2:Thus, fatC"(F ) =1, and F is not a GC lass. �4.2 The Elton-Pajor theoremTheorem 4.7 has an appliation in the theory of Banah spaes. The questionat hand is as follows: onsider a set A = fx1; :::; xng of vetors in some Banahspae X . Let R = E kPni=1 rixikX and E = E kPni=1 gixikX . If R or E arelarge, is there a large subset of A whih is \almost" equivalent to an `m1 basis?This question was �rst takled by Elton [8℄ who showed that if R � "n, thereis a set I � A, suh that jI j � (")n whih is K(") equivalent to an `jIj1 basis,where K ! 1 and  ! 1=2 as " ! 1. This result was improved by Pajor [15℄who showed that it is possible to selet (") = C"2 and K(") = C"3 for someabsolute onstant C. Talagrand [18℄ was able to show the following:Theorem 4.14 There is some absolute onstant K suh that for every set A =fx1; :::; xng � X, there is a subset I, suh that jI j � E2=Kn whih is�KnE2 jI j�� 12�log �KnE2 jI j���Kequivalent to an `jIj1 basis.We an derive a similar result using theorem 4.7:Theorem 4.15 Let A = fx1; :::; xng � X, and set E = E kPni=1 gixikX . Then,there is a subset I � A, suh thatjI j � C E2n log2 n;whih is CE=n equivalent to an `m1 basis, where C is an absolute onstant.21



Proof: Let 
 = fx1; :::; xng and set F = BX� , implying that F � B�L1(
)�.Moreover, if I � 
, jI j = m and �m is the empirial measure supported on I ,then for every set of salars (ai)mi=1, mXi=1 aixiX = supx�2BX� mXi=1 aix�(xi) == supx�2BX�
m� 12 mXi=1 x�(xi)ei; mXi=1 aim 12 ei� =  mXi=1 aim 12 ei(F=�m)o :Thus, the set (m1=2ei)mi=1 � (F=�m)o is "-equivalent to an `m1 basis, if and onlyif I � X is also "-equivalent.If �n is the empirial measure supported on the set fx1; :::; xng, then`(F=�n) = n� 12E:By theorem 4.7 fatCE=n(F ) � C E2n log2 n;hene, by theorem 4.2 there is a subset B � fx1; :::; xng suh that m = jBj �C E2n log2 n , and B is CE=n-equivalent shattered by F . Therefore, if �m is theempirial measure supported on B, then fm1=2eigmi=1 � (F=�m)o is CE=n equiv-alent to an `m1 basis, and our laim follows. �Now, we an derive a similar result to that of Pajor:Corollary 4.16 Let A = fx1; :::; xng � X, and assume that E kPni=1 rixikX �"n. Then, there is a subset I � A, suh thatjI j � C n"2log2 n;whih is C"-equivalent to an `jIj1 basis for some absolute onstant C.5 Complexity EstimatesIn this setion we prove sample omplexity estimates for an agnosti learningproblem with respet to any q-loss funtion. We use a onentration result,whih yields an estimate on the deviation of the empirial means from theatual mean in terms of the Rademaher averages. We then apply the estimateson those averages in terms of the fat shattering dimension obtained is setion3.2 and improve the known omplexity estimates. It turns out that rav"(F )measures preisely the sample omplexity.We begin with the following onentration result whih is due to Talagrand[19℄: 22



Theorem 5.1 There are two absolute onstants K and a � 1 with the followingproperty: onsider a lass of funtions F whose range is a subset of [0; 1℄, suhthat supf2F E(f � Ef)2 � a. If � is any probability measure on 
 andn 12 � K �Rn;�; M � K �Rn;�then Pr(supf2F jE�n f � E�f j �Mn� 12)� Kexp(�11M):Let G be a lass of funtions whose range is a subset of [0; 1℄, let g be somefuntion whose range is a subset of [0; 1℄ and �x some q, suh that 1 � q <1.If F = jG� gjq, then F is also a lass of funtion whose range is a subset of[0; 1℄. Let a be as in theorem 5.1 and denote by F a = fpaf jf 2 Fg. Therefore,supf2Fa E(f � Ef)2 � a.Lemma 5.2 Let F and F a be as in the above paragraph. If " > 0 and n aresuh that n 12 � Ka� 12 "�1 �Rn;�; (5.1)then Pr(supf2F jE�n f � E�f j � ")� Kexp��11an"2�Proof: Clearly,Pr(supf2F jE�n f � E�f j � ")= Pr( supf2Fa jE�n f � E�f j � pa"2 ):Let M = a1=2n1=2". Sine a; " � 1 then if n satis�es (5.1), both onditions oftheorem 5.1 are automatially satis�es. The assertion follows diretly from thattheorem. �We an apply lemma 5.2 and obtain the desired sample omplexity esti-mate. We �rst present a general omplexity estimate in terms of the parameterrav"(F ).Theorem 5.3 Let F be a lass of funtions into [0; 1℄. Then, there is an abso-lute onstant C suh that for every 0 < "; Æ < 1, and every probability measure�, Pr(supf2F jE�n f � E�f j � ")� Æ;provided that n � CmaxnravC"(F ); 1"2 log 1Æo23



Proof: Let C1 = 2Ka�1 and M as in lemma 5.2. Note that in order to ensurethat n1=2 � 2Ka�1"�1 �Rn;�, it is enough that Rn � C"n1=2. This will hold ifn � ravC"(F ). Thus, by lemma 5.2,Pr(supf2F jE�n f � E�f j � ")� Kexp(�11M) < Æ:where the last inequality is valid provided that n � C"�2 log 1Æ . �Corollary 5.4 Let G be a lass of funtions whose range in ontained in [0; 1℄,suh that fat"(G) � "�p for some p > 0. Then, for every 1 � q <1 there areonstants C(p; q; ) suh that for any g : 
! [0; 1℄,Sq("; Æ; g) � C(p; q; )8>>>>>><>>>>>>: 1"2 log 1Æ if 0 < p < 2;1"2�log4 1" + log 1Æ� if p = 2;1"p log 1Æ if p > 2:Proof: We shall prove the laim for p > 2. The assertion in the other two asesfollows in a similar fashion.Let F = jG� gjq . By Theorem 3.11, there are onstants C = C(p; q; )suh that for every integer n and every empirial measure �n, Rn � Cn1=2�1=p.Hene, for every " > 0, rav"(F ) � C"�p. Our result follows from theorem 5.3�Remark 5.5 Sine the Rademaher averages are unhanged even if one takesthe onvex hull, the estimates obtained in orollary 5.4 atually hold for theonvex hull of F . This fat shows that if fat"(F ) = O("�p), one an solve theagnosti learning problem within the onvex hull of F without paying a prieomplexity-wise. This fat is useful sine having to solve the minimization prob-lem of the empirial loss funtion is easier if F is onvex.Remark 5.6 Using a simple saling argument, if supf2F jf j �M then sampleomplexity will be bounded byC maxnravCM"; M2"2 log 1Æo:Corollary 5.7 Let F � B�L1(
)�, suh that fat"(F ) � "�p for some p > 0.Then, for every 1 � q <1 and every M > 0 there are onstants C(p; q;M; ),
24



suh that for every 0 < "; Æ < 1,supkgk1�M Sq("; Æ; g) � C(p; q;M; )8>>>>>><>>>>>>: 1"2 log 1Æ if 0 < p < 2;1"2 �log4 1" + log 1Æ� if p = 2;1"p log 1Æ if p > 2:5.1 GC omplexity vs. learning omplexityThe term \sample omplexity" is often used in a slightly di�erent way thanthe one we use here. Normally, when one talks about the sample omplexityof a learning problem, the meaning is the following, more general setup. Forevery 1 � q < 1, let `fq (x; y) = jf(x)� yjq . Let Y be a bounded subset of R.A learning rule is a mapping whih assigns to eah sample of arbitrary lengthzn = (xi; yi)ni=1, some f 2 F . For every lass F and Y � R, let the learningsample omplexity be the smallest integer n0 suh that for every n � n0, thefollowing holds: there exists a learning rule A suh that for every probabilitymeasure P on 
�Y ,Pr(E jAZn � Y jq � inff2F E`fq (X;Y ) + ") < Æ;where Zn are n independent samples of (X;Y ), sampled aording to P . Wedenote the learning sample omplexity assoiated with the range Y and the lassF by Cq("; Æ;Y ; F ).It is possible to show [1℄ that if Y � [�M;M ℄ thenCq("; Æ;Y ; F ) � supkgk1�M Sq("; Æ; g; F ):Note that Sq is monotone with respet to inlusion; if F � G then for every"; Æ; q and g Sq("; Æ; g; F ) � Sq("; Æ; g;G):On the other, the same does not hold for Cq, sine learning rules may usepartiular geometri features of the lass F . For example, the following resultin due to Lee, Bartlett and Williamson [11, 12℄.Theorem 5.8 Let F be a lass of funtions into [0; 1℄.1. If F onvex then for every M > 0 there is a onstant (M), suh that forevery 0 < "; Æ < 1 and every Y � [�M;M ℄,C2("; Æ;Y ; F ) � (M)" �logN�C"; F; L1(�n)�+ log 1Æ�;where C is some absolute onstant.25



2. If F does not have a onvex losure with respet to some probability measure,then there is some range Y, whose bound depends only on F , suh thatC2("; Æ;Y ; F ) � C(F )"2 log 1Æ :It is worthwhile to ompare the estimates obtained in orollary 5.4 with previousGC sample omplexity estimates. Reall the following result, whih is due toBartlett and Long [4℄.Theorem 5.9 Let F be a lass of funtions into [0; 1℄. Assume that there issome � > 0 suh that for every " > 0, d = fat(1=4��)"(F ) is �nite. Then, forevery M > 0 there is some (M) suh that for every 0 < "; Æ < 1,supkgk1�M S1("; Æ; g; F ) � (M) 1"2�d log2 2" + log 2Æ�!:Thus, if fat"(F ) = O("�p) then the bound whih follows from orollary 5.4 isonsiderably better. The general bound, obtained by ombining orollary 4.9and theorem 5.3 is essentially the same as in theorem 5.9.In the polynomial sale, the GC sample omplexity results we obtain aretight (rate wise), at least with respet to the quadrati loss funtion. Indeed,assume �rst that fat"(F ) = O("�p) for p < 2. By theorem 5.8, if F is does nothave a onvex losure, then there is some range Y (with a bound whih dependsonly on F , suh that C2("; Æ;Y ; G) = 
� log 1=Æ"2 �:Sine the learning omplexity is smaller than the GC omplexity, it follows thatthere is some M > 0 whih depends only on F suh thatsupkgk1�M S2("; Æ; g; F ) = �� log 1=Æ"2 �:If F is onvex, take any set G � F whih does not have a onvex losure andlet Y � [�M;M ℄ be the range guaranteed by theorem 5.8. It follows that forevery "; Æ, supkgk1�M S2("; Æ; g; F ) � supkgk1�M S2("; Æ; g;G) � C2("; Æ;Y ; G)= 
�"�2 log(1=Æ)�;proving that our bound is tight.Turning to the ase p > 2, note that the GC omplexity estimates remaintrue even if jF � gjq is not bounded by 1, but rather, by some other onstant.Hene, the asymptotis of these estimates hold even if g is not into [0; 1℄. It ispossible to show [1℄ that if the range of g exeeds [0; 1℄ (e.g., may be taken tobe [�1; 2℄), then the learning sample omplexity is 
(fat4"(F )). Therefore, thebound found in orollary 5.4 is optimal.26



6 ConlusionsThe ommon view is that the fat shattering dimension is the \orret" way ofmeasuring ertain properties of the given lass, mainly its overing numbers inempirial Lp spaes. Theorem 3.2 seems to strengthen this opinion. However,when it omes to omplexity estimates and other geometri properties, the fatthat the overing numbers hange \smoothly" with the fat shattering dimensionhides a phase transition whih ours on the polynomial sale when fat"(F ) =O("�p) at p = 2. This phase transition is evident, for example, when onsideringthe Rademaher averages (resp. `-norms). Indeed, when p < 2 the averages areuniformly bounded, and when p > 2 they are polynomial in n. As for GComplexity estimates, the smooth hange whih appears in theorem 5.9 is dueto a loose upper bound. The optimal result whih we were able to obtain revealsthe phase transition: if p < 2 the estimate is O("�2), and for p > 2 it is O("�p).These fats seem to indiate that the \orret" parameter whih measuresthe sample omplexity is rav"(F ) and not the fat shattering dimension.Other advantages in using rav"(F ) are the following: �rstly, the Rademaherand Gaussian averages remain unhanged when passing to the onvex hull of thelass. This may be exploited beause it implies that in many ases one may solvethe learning problem within the onvex hull of the original lass rather than inthe lass itself, without having to pay a prie. Seondly, in many ases one mayompute supf2F jrif(!i)j for a realization of (ri). Sine this random variableis onentrated near its mean, it is possible to estimate Rademaher averagesby sampling. Finally, and in our opinion the most important, Rademaher andGaussian averages are losely linked to the geometri struture of the lass.They an be used to estimate not only overing numbers, but approximationnumbers as well (see, e.g., [14℄), whih serves as a good indiation of the size ofthe lass and may be used to formulate alternative learning proedures.Referenes[1℄ M.Anthony, P.L. Bartlett Neural Network Learning: Theoretial Founda-tions, Cambridge University Press, 1999.[2℄ N. Alon, S. Ben{David, N. Cesa{Bianhi, D. Haussler: Sale sensitive di-mensions, uniform onvergene and learnability, J. of ACM 44(4), 615{631,1997.[3℄ P.L. Bartlett, S.R. Kulkarni, S.E. Posner: Covering numbers for real valuedfuntion lasses, IEEE transations on information theory, 43(5), 1721{1724,1997.[4℄ P.L. Bartlett, P. Long: More theorems about sale sensitive dimensionsand learning, Proeedings of the 8th annual onferene on ComputationalLearning Theory, 392{401. 27
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